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“Art expresses a fundamental part of what it means to be human. It is through art

that the conflicts of life can be explored, better understood, brought to the surface

and put into new relationships with each other. I believe we are living in an

unprecedented time of the breakdown in human relationships and interactions.

This is happening from the individual and personal level to the opposite

geopolitical end of the spectrum. We tend to think of interactivity in terms of

technology these days rather than as human feeling and connection.

My art is meant to directly challenge this state of affairs so to re-invigorate and re-

inspire the emotional and spiritual dimensions of human life, which are inevitably

in direct conflict with much of what we see around us in our world now. These are

central question not just of what art is, but of what art does, and can or even

should do. The biggest frustration has been struggling against a system that

attempts to codify what sells, thereby killing creativity and individual expression. It

has taken me many years to find my creative voice, and a large part of this has been

a struggle against such commercial forces. They are very powerful and insidious,

and institutionally dismiss or ignore what they lack the capacity to appreciate or

understand.”



Hello Dear FRANCESCO RUSPOLI. Congrats

for being selected interview artists by The

Bold Modern. Your work explores the dynamic

frontier between abstraction and figuration,

keeping alive the infinite possibilities of being

human in an age intent upon limiting them. 

 Which are your inspirations to create your

works?

1.

2.  You have own authentic style to create

your artworks. How did you engage your

style and when?

My inspiration to create my works is an exploration

of relational space and its possibilities in

contemporary societies. How humans inter-acts

between themselves and with each others, how

images of the human body play a central part in

how we conceive our social and cultural identities.

My paintings engage with the current conversation

related to representations of genders, races,

sexualities, social classes and cultures. I believe that

art is a reflection of civilisation and evolution. 

Each society from the past is basically

recognised through the art they have left

behind. Visual art for me as an artist is the

most important thing with music and writing

that humans have done. Even religions would

be supported by the art to complements their

beliefs. We would not be evolved to be

humans without the art.

I was fascinated by stain glass window at an

early age and  for a long time and thought it

would be a very strong medium to use in my

work. Therefore after many experiments I

discover a way to give to my paintings this

effect.



4.  Your figures shares ideas without eyes,

mouths and so on. How do you convey your

messages with your audiences?

3.  Your artworks published on many

different channels. Did you ever join any art

residency program? If yes please explain

what you created during your

residency/residencies?  If not do you think to

attend any residency program? 

These stain glass windows are used in

churches because they reflect on spirituality,

meditation, compassion and humanity. I have

develop over the years an unique style which

is recognisable with a message which could be

read and felt by the person looking at it. I

want to lift their soul and their feeling by

bringing happiness and emotional support.

I never join any art residency program and I

am not against it. 

My art is meant to directly challenge the state

of affairs and re-invigorate and re-inspire the

emotional and spiritual dimensions of human

life, which is inevitably in direct conflict with

much of what we see around us in our world

now. These are central question not just of

what art is, but of what art does, and can or

even should do. 

The relational concern of my work is intended

to embrace all viewers, so their

interpretations are equally valid. The act of

viewing is to enter a relationship, a mutual

encounter of the painting and the viewer. 



5.  Could you please share about your future

plan at global art market? Do you have any

offer for beginners?  What is the next move

for your art?

This is why the figures in my work are placed

so viscerally in relation to each other, and why

this stimulates a reflection on relatedness

which encompasses the viewer. A vital part of

interpretation is our emotional response,

which incidentally is not solely the preserve of

a refined academic elite. The experience of

viewing and relating is the essence of my

paintings so I hope my work is able to offer

that precise experience to the viewer. You

could say my message, theme and vision is to

co-create an experience of emotional

connection, whatever it might be, on that

precise moment of that particular day, with

this individual person in this specific space.

I would quote Ralph Rugoff from “Mixing it

up”, Hayward gallery , he said :” Painting might

actually be the most relevant technology for

making art in an era when the consumption of

images has become a daily activity practised

with almost religious devotion.” So for the

beginners I would say to carry on painting and

if they have not done so yet do try.

My next move for my art is to be involved

with the art investment markets and the

collectors.


